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1. Identity of building 
 
1.1 current name of building The House of Journalists of Serbia, UNICREDIT Bank Serbia expository 

 
1.2 variant or former name The Journalists' House 

 
1.3 number & name of street 28 Resavska Street 

 
1.4 town Belgrade 
 
1.5 province/state Vracar 
 
1.6 zip code 11000 
 
1.7 country Serbia 
 
1.8 national grid reference 44°48'27.4"N; 20°27'55.0"E (Google Earth) 
 
1.9 classification/typology COM 
 
1.10 protection status & date The Government of the Republic of Serbia has decided on 17 October 
1997 to establish the Journalists' House in Belgrade as a cultural monument. With this Decree the 
protection measures for this public building, located on the cadastral loft No. 5116, C.M. Vracar.  
 
2 History of building 
 
2.1 original brief/purpose  
The Journalists' House 
 
2.2 dates: commission/completion  
1930/ 1934-1935 
 
2.3 architectural and other designers  
Ernest Weissmann (colaboration with Josip Picman (Josip Pičman), the construction control was 
done by Branko Maksimovic (Бранко Максимовић). 
 
2.4 others associated with building  
For five years the money for the construction has been collected from donors. Many contributors 
from the country and the Diaspora have answered the investor's appeal, including Nikola Tesla and 
Mihajlo Pupin. The fund was completed with banking credits. The consecration of the building was 
conducted on 7 April 1935 by the archpriest Velimir Markovic (Велимир Марковић). 
 
2.5 significant alterations with dates 
1941-1944 the building was used by the agency 'Deutsche Nachrichtеn Biro', the radio station and 
the reduction of the newspaper 'Belgrader Zeitung'. 1945-1976 the building was used by the 
agency TANJUG. 
 
2.6 current use 
The expository of the 'Unicredit bank Serbia', the premises are used by the Independent Journalists 
Society of Serbia and the Journalists Society of Serbia. 
 
2.7 current condition 
Even though Weissmann's project is for fourteen years on the list of protected Belgrade's heritage, 
together with fifteen other works of interwar modern architecture, due to the neglect and 
inadequate use, it got into unsuitable state. On the slanted part of the building turned towards the 
courtyard, already during the 1940s lower annexes have been added (with a garage of a capacity 
for ten vehicles, one-storage longitudinal block with seven offices in the ground floor level, a smaller 
salon and five cabinets on the first floor). On the sixth floor the terrace was over time walled in and 
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on the front, by which the dynamics of the original concept has been reduced and the original 
plastic 'crown' of the building was lost. The ground floor and the mezzanine were completely 
changed and recently adapted for the purpose of the spacious expository of the 'Unicredit bank', 
while the larger part of the area on the upper levels was issued to various private parties. The wall 
surfaces, especially the ones on the courtyard side, are today in a decrepit state, while the original 
windows have been replaced with PVC carpentry. The building was on both sides in an unplanned 
manner covered in air condition devices, as well as a satellite antenna on an inadequate place (in 
the middle of the second floor loggia on the main facade), which noticeably changes the 
overlook of the original plastic features of the edifice. 
 
3 Description 
 
3.1 general description 
The Journalists' House is designed as a geometrically harmonious commercial and residential 
building with a distinct cubic silhouette, made from reinforced concrete, brick, iron and glass with 
an irregular, slanting base shape towards the courtyard and straight on the front, adapted to the 
tilt of the Resavska Street. All levels, from the ground floor to the roof terrace are connected with an 
elevator, positioned in the core of the round staircase. In the basement a woodshed for the 
tenants, a central heating boiler room and a kitchen for the Journalists' Club were installed.  In the 
front part of the ground floor three offices, the entrance and a waiting room (in the far right corner) 
were located, and beyond the central hallway, towards the courtyard, the cabinets of the 
president and the secretary of the society were placed, while the centre was for a long time 
reserved for the Journalists' Club. In the mezzanine, the first and the second floor, offices, hallways 
and utility areas were located. The apartments for the house manager and the stocker, as well as 
two studio apartments were all placed on the third and fourth floor.  They were arranged with full 
comfort, including bathrooms, lavatories, electrical lighting, central heating and table cookers in 
the kitchens.  The roof terrace, accessed by the staircase and an elevator, with its front part served 
as a solarium and rest area for the members of the Society during the summer. The front facade is 
21.9 meters wide, the side walls are 16.8 and 12 meters wide, and the rear facade is 14 meters 
wide. The price of the building's construction was confirmed with the project documentation and it 
was amounted to 1.250.000 dinars at the time. 
 
Certain elements of the Le Corbusier's free plan were applied in the spatial organisation of the 
Journalists' House, with a fluent, flexible and functionally adaptable interior. For a long time the 
spacious Club hall distinguished itself as the main motif in the ground floor structure. The glassed 
round staircase, in the spirit of the constructivist and functionalist dogma is transparently featured 
on the main facade, with its rounded front part pulled into the vertical concrete frame with 
rectangular loggias, represented a very innovative motif in Belgrade architecture of the time. 
 
The house's facades are smooth, treated without any ornaments and level zone hierarchy, based 
on the principle of symmetry and emphasizing the main motif. The flat main facade, reduced in a 
modern manner, with the prevailing straight lines (which in an optical, physiological and aesthetical 
sense, under the influence of Le Corbusier's theories, Weissmann considered to be most 
appropriate), is revived with harmonious horizontal rhythms of full and empty, in which the staircase 
loggias' vertical is integrated, slightly narrowing down from bottom towards the top. Due to the 
loggias and the prevailing glass parapet, the question of inner lighting and ventilation on both of 
the facades was solved for a long time. 
 
The main facade's asymmetry is achieved by the moving the vertical frame with loggias to the 
right, by which an unequal balance of windows on the left (eleven) and on the right (eight) side of 
the front was formed. The asymmetry effect was also emphasized by positioning the courtyard car 
entrance into the right corner of the ground zone. The final roof level was not entirely walled at first, 
nor glassed, so it stood out with its open frame terrace construction, bordered on the far ends with 
foremasts, recognisable symbols of Modern movement. 
 
Five smooth and relatively slim round columns (pilotis) in the ground floor are arranged with equal 
distance, therefore expressing loyalty towards Le Corbusier's five points of modern architecture 
program. Apart from the fact that they plastically divide and revive the monotonic flatness of the 
smooth surfaces of the upper levels, they do not take too much usable space, because they are 
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only 20 cm apart from the frontal parapet. With them the glassed high ground floor, 
complemented with mezzanine (due to the tilted terrain it was possible to make it), is interpreted as 
non-monumental, accessible and non-hierarchical open block, designed according to the 
principles of functionalism.  
 
3.2 construction 
The building has a skeleton inter-storage reinforced concrete construction with light prefabricated 
partitions between departments. The skeleton construction of the building is completely supporting, 
combined from columns and inter-storage panels made from reinforced concrete. The columns 
are square or round based (depending on the disposition). The walls inside the reinforced concrete 
skeleton are filled with regular brick in cement plaster, which in any case does not carry the weight 
of the floors. The staircase also has reinforced concrete panels, whose upper side is covered with 
artificial stone. The windows in the apartments and the offices were fist wooden, Verbundfenster 
type, outward covered with wooden 'Esslingen' shades. The windows of the glassed staircase, 
visible from the front, are incorporated into an iron construction with a single central glass and a 
side wing for opening. The roof cover is made in a form of a concrete panel. 
 
3.3 context 
On both sides built into the traditionally shaped structure of a Belgrade city block, with its minimalist 
exterior shape and transparent constructive constellation the House has brought significant 
novelties into the capital's urban ambience. However, apart from the distinctive aesthetic 
dynamism by which its functionalistic and purist cape radiated, due to the built in position and the 
lack of larger outer frontal area, the strong silhouette effect of its 'weightless' architecture in the 
context of the existing block is significantly softened.  On the one side the house is leaning on (still 
existing) academically conceived multi-storey building from which it stands out plastically, and on 
the other side it leans on a ground level house (later demolished), deprived of any characteristic 
stylistic treatment.  
 
4 Evaluation 
 
4.1 technical 
The use of different materials and artistry of the latest architectural techniques.  
 
4.2 social 
The highest, the House encouraged the modernisation and functionalism in various areas of life.  
 
4.3 cultural & aesthetic 
The highest, since the building became a symbol of modern architecture breakthrough considering 
Belgrade interpolations. 
 
4.4 historical 
The highest, since it is an example of pioneer significance considering its architectural typology. 
 
4.5 general assessment 
An anthological example of functionalists’ courses of Croatian, Yugoslavian and Belgrade interwar 
architecture. 
 
5 Documentation 
 
5.1 principal references 
Written and technical documentation, Historical Archives of Belgrade (Fund of the Belgrade 
Municipality, folder 25–8-1932);   
 
Articles in the daily newspapers and historiographical periodicals:  

1. Аноним, Свечано отварање Новинарског дома у Београду, Политика 15. 3. 1935, 8;  
2. Е. Вајсман, После отварања Новинарског дома: Битни основи архитектуре нису 

формалне ни естетске, него економске и социјалне природе, Политика 18. 4. 1935, 10;  
3. Z. Manević, Zagreb-Beograd 1912-1941, Čovjek i prostor 10, Zagreb 1983, 31;  
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4. D. Đurić-Zamolo, Jevreji – graditelji Beograda do 1941. godine, Beograd 1992, 241;  
5. J. Krunić, Tri stila u arhitekturi Beograda (1908-1974), u: Beograd imajući biti, Beograd 1998, 

157; 
6. Д. Милашиновић Марић, Водич кроз модерну архитектуру Београда, Београд 2002, 84;  
7. Љ. Благојевић, Проблеми и итања заштите архитектуре модерног покрета у Београду: 

Прилог новој политици заштите, Гласник ДКС 27, Београд 2003, 41;   
8. S. G. Bogunović, Vajsman Ernst, u: Arhitektonska enciklopedija Beograda XIX i XX veka, II, 

1122-1123;  
9. Kadijević, Hrvatski arhitekti u izgradnji Beograda u 20. stoljeću, Prostor 42, Zagreb 2011, 472, 

475;   
10. А. Кадијевић, Новинарски дом – значајно остварење хрватских архитеката у Београду, 

Наслеђе XII, Београд 2011, 117-128;   
11. Т. Bjažić Klarin, Ernest Weissmann, arhitektonsko djelo 1926-1939 (PhD thesis, mentor prof. Z. 

Jurić,  Filozofski fakultet, Zagreb 2011, 724). 
 
5.2 visual material attached 
Ground floor layout, source: Т. Bjažić Klarin, Ernest Weissmann - Društveno angažirana arhitektura 
1926-1939., Zagreb 2015, p. 175. 
 
5.3 rapporteur/date: Aleksandar Kadijevic, PhD, December 2015. 
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